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Defining real-time analysis
There is no universal agreement on the 
definition of “real-time analysis” but a useful 
and general approach can be defined for 
wireless measurements. In a spectrum or 
signal analyzer with a digital intermediate 
frequency (IF) section, real-time operation 
is a state in which all signal samples are 
processed for some sort of measurement 
result or triggering operation. In most cases 
the measurement results are scalar—power 
or magnitude—corresponding to traditional 
spectrum measurements.

This definition of real-time processing is 
consistent with several different types of 
measurements and at least two different 
analyzer platforms, as will be discussed 
in this application note. Some types of 
real-time processing are performed on 
a continuous basis without a time limit 
(real-time spectrum analyzers), while others 
may be gap-free but limited in time length or 
memory depth (vector signal analyzers).

Real-time operation occurs when the calculation speed is fast enough to ensure gap-free 
analysis of sampled data. In this case, each CALC includes computation of an FFT or a power 
spectrum, as well as averaging, display updates, and so on.
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The Keysight Technologies, Inc. PXA and MXA X-Series signal analyzers have real-time 
functionality, allowing them to continuously process all the samples in an RF bandwidth 
from 40 to 160 MHz. As a result, analysis and triggering can be done without gaps or 
missing signal behavior. Real-time analysis is available as an option or retrofit for the 
MXA and PXA.

This application note will describe the two major functions of a real-time spectrum 
analyzer and how this functionality relates to the gap-free time capture with the PXA 
and MXA when used with Keysight 89600 VSA software. The capabilities can be 
used together in a complementary fashion to accelerate wireless system design and 
troubleshooting.

The first type of real-time analysis focuses on one or more advanced displays, such as 
density or spectrogram, to represent agile or elusive signals as well as the behavior of 
complex signal environments such as wireless communications bands.

The second type of analysis uses real-time spectrum processing to evaluate individual 
spectra as a way to trigger measurements of specific signals or signal behavior. 
Both capabilities can be useful in today’s dynamic, complex and demanding wireless 
environment.

Because they can find elusive signals and trigger on multiple elements of signal behavior, 
these real-time capabilities are powerful tools for discovering problems or anomalies 
even when they are not suspected. These tools, and the associated analysis techniques, 
will allow wireless engineers to have more confidence in their designs and to achieve this 
confidence more quickly.

In many cases, though, discovery is often just the first step in perfecting wireless 
designs. Frequently, additional engineering is required to isolate signals or problems, 
quantify them, and determine cause and effect. Once accomplished, designs can be 
quickly optimized for the desired combination of cost, performance, power consumption, 
or other factors, and placed into efficient production.

Overview
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The most common real-time (or gap-free) analysis types used in wireless applications 
are continuous power-spectrum measurements and time capture with flexible post-
processing during capture playback. The continuous spectrum measurements are 
associated specifically with real-time spectrum analyzers (RTSAs), while capture/
playback operations are generally performed by vector signal analyzers (VSAs). The 
continuous power-spectrum measurements of RTSAs are generally used in two ways:  

 – Generating spectrum displays such as density or spectrogram 
 – Testing spectral results against a mask to generate a frequency-mask trigger

An important additional, though less prominent, real-time scalar measurement is 
instantaneous channel amplitude or magnitude in which the “channel” is defined by the 
analyzer’s digitizing span. These magnitude measurements are provided in two ways. 
The Keysight RTSA provides a measurement type known as power versus time (PVT), 
and Keysight VSAs provide a magnitude-based gap-free trigger function along with a 
magnitude trace for measurement results.

As mentioned previously, the Keysight PXA and MXA X-Series RF analyzers are capable 
of RTSA, vector signal analysis, and traditional swept spectrum analysis using the same 
hardware platform.

All these measurements can be useful in wireless applications and will be described in 
the sections that follow. A summary of the types of tools, along with their benefits and 
limitations for real-time analysis in wireless applications, is shown in Table 1.

Using real-time measurements in wireless applications

Analyzer type Real-time? Benefits Limitations

Swept spectrum 
analyzer

 – Generally no, though zero-span 
measurements of RF envelope can 
be gap-free for short intervals

 – RF performance
 – Familiar, reliable measurements and 

user interface 
 – Full flexibility in span-RBW settings 
 – Some standards specify traditional 

swept analysis methods

 – Difficult to discover or measure some agile 
signals and complex signal environments

 – No vector measurements or demodulation 
 – Probability of intercept (POI) is usually low

Real-time 
spectrum 
analyzer

 – Generally yes, including real-time 
spectrum and spectral trigger

 – Measurement results are produced 
at a very high rate, providing 
responsive and comprehensive 
displays such as density

 – No signals, or signal behavior missed
 – Spectrum-based frequency-mask 

triggering
 – Fast, data-dense displays such as 

density, persistence and spectrogram
 – Discover elusive signals and view 

dynamic behavior

 – Results are generally scalar only (spectrum 
and RF envelope power vs. time)

 – No demodulation or time capture, which 
limits understanding of spectrum vs. time

Vector signal 
analyzer

 – Time capture is always real-time for 
capture duration, with full overlap

 – Real-time magnitude trigger 
available

 – Most vector and demodulation 
measurements are not real-time, 
though POI is generally much better 
than swept spectrum

 – Full vector and demodulation capability 
on live or recorded signals

 – Magnitude or frequency-mask trigging
 – Flexible time capture and 

post-processing for playback
 – Full understanding of spectrum and 

other signal behavior vs. time

 – POI generally not 100 percent
 – User interface different from traditional 

swept analyzers

Table 1. Comparison of real-time analysis benefits and tools for signal analysis in wireless applications
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As signals become more agile and signal environments become more complex, it’s 
increasingly useful to represent a large amount of measurement data on a single screen. 
In modern RF applications, perhaps the most familiar real-time measurements are 
described by the terms density, histogram or cumulative history, or spectrograms.  

These new displays take advantage of the high-speed digital signal processing in RTSAs 
that generate thousands of spectra every second—many more than can be discerned 
individually by the human eye. In such cases, the most informative displays are created 
by compiling statistics and displaying how often a particular measurement value occurs 
(e.g., a specific amplitude at a specific frequency). An example result is shown in Figure 1.

Visualizing agile signals and complex signal environments

The histogram of measurement results shown in Figure 1 is a spectrum measurement 
enhanced to show frequency of occurrence. More than just a visual tool, frequency 
of occurrence is quantified (typically in percent) and can be read at any frequency/
amplitude point by a marker. The displays are coded using color or trace intensity, 
and a persistence function can be added to focus attention on more recent events as 
older data fades away. This allows engineers to see and focus on infrequent events 
or transients and separate them from other behavior. By changing persistence and 
color-weighting values or schemes, specific behaviors can be highlighted, providing 
an excellent way to quickly and comprehensively assess the spectral occupancy of a 
frequency band.

Figure 1. This real-time density or histogram display uses color to indicate how often specific frequency and 
amplitude values occur in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The blue color indicates infrequent or low duty cycle signals. 
The white line is a peak-detected trace representing all spectra calculated between display updates. In this 
measurement example, the ISM band is primarily occupied by WLAN and Bluetooth® signals.
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Density or histogram displays are also excellent ways to spot rare or unexpected signals 
or signal behavior, taking advantage of the fast, gap-free processing of an RTSA. Even 
though signals with extremely low duty cycles will be revealed, a single display does 
not reveal the timing of signals or specific signal behavior. For situations in which timing 
is important, the frequency (color) coding of the density display can be traded for the 
time coding (Y-axis) of a spectrogram display. In an RTSA, the spectrogram display is 
composed of vertically stacked traces, each of which is a line representing one spectrum 
display update. Signal power vs. frequency for each trace or spectrum display update 
line is encoded or mapped to color. Thus, the signal power spectrum vs. time is clearly 
shown, as in Figure 2.

Figure 2. This spectrogram display of the same ISM band shown in Figure 1 reveals changes in spectral occupancy 
with time. The WLAN bursts are shown along with the hop pattern of the Bluetooth signal. The white line in the 
bottom display is a slice marker, selecting a single spectrogram line to display at the top.
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Many wireless applications benefit from a clear understanding of the behavior of signals 
and signal environments. In such cases, the combination of density and spectrogram 
measurements provides a comprehensive view. Most spectrograms can also be used 
with a line or “slice” marker function, which uses a horizontal display line to select an 
individual trace in the spectrogram buffer and show the spectrum at a particular point 
in time. Note, however, that each spectrogram line generally represents more than one 
spectrum result and can represent many thousands. In the Keysight PXA and MXA signal 
analyzers, the default is approximately 300,000 spectra/second divided by a 30 ms 
display update rate, yielding about 10,000 spectra per spectrogram line. The individual 
spectra are compiled in a display update or spectrogram line according to the analyzer’s 
display detector setting, typically peak or average.

Spectrogram displays are created somewhat differently in VSAs, especially for time-
capture/playback operations, and a comparison example will be discussed in a later 
section of this application note.

Triggering to find specific signals or signal behavior

The other use for the high speed gap-free spectrum results from RTSA processing is a 
spectrum-based or frequency-mask trigger. At a rate of nearly 300,000/second in an 
PXA or MXA analyzer with RTSA capability, calculated spectrum results are compared 
to upper, lower or upper/lower limit masks, with the result triggering a measurement 
display. Spectrum testing is also subject to logical conditions such as a requirement that 
the signal leaves and then re-enters the mask to generate a trigger.

A straight-forward use for a frequency-mask trigger is to focus measurements on 
specific signals within a spectral environment. In contrast, RF magnitude trigging can be 
used in many cases to measure pulsed or bursted signals (as described later); however, 
the magnitude technique is responsive to only total RF measured power rather than 
individual signals. If the desired trigger signal is not the largest one present or is not 
related in time to the largest signal (allowing a time delay to be used with a magnitude 
trigger), a magnitude trigger may not work. In Figure 3, a Bluetooth burst at a specific 
frequency is isolated and measured in an environment of wider and larger wireless LAN 
signals.
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The frequency-mask trigger is especially useful in a crowded and dynamic spectrum 
environment. The technique is also well-suited to situations in which a signal or signal 
behavior in question is very infrequent and unpredictable. In such cases, it may be 
impractical to use techniques such as VSA time capture and post-processing because 
of the improbability of capturing the desired signal in a particular capture and the time 
needed to review large amounts of capture data.

The frequency-mask trigger function takes advantage of the processing power of the 
RTSA to watch for specific signal or spectrum characteristics, and can evaluate a signal 
for minutes, hours, or longer, as needed. In wireless applications, this capability can help 
detect issues such as transient interference, synthesizer stability or locking problems, 
frequency switching errors, and amplitude instability. For example, a frequency-mask 
trigger could be easily configured to detect microphonics in a transmitter or receiver or 
their components and subsystems.

The 89600 VSA software can also take advantage of an RTSA’s frequency-mask trigger 
function to initiate any type of single-acquisition measurement or time-capture operation. 
The frequency-mask trigger can be configured from the VSA software, including pre- and 
post-trigger delays. With a pre-trigger delay, data and measurements are available for 
user-selected time before the trigger event. This is useful in wireless applications as a way 
to understand the causes of signal or system problems and anomalous behavior.

Figure 3. A frequency-mask trigger provides frequency- and amplitude-selective triggering for wireless 
measurements. In this example, an upper mask (shown in dark green) is configured to trigger measurements only 
when a specific Bluetooth hop occurs.
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One simpler real-time mode has been available in signal analyzers for some time 
(independent of RTSA capabilities), when combined with the 89600 VSA software: the 
IF magnitude trigger. Dedicated hardware and firmware in the signal analyzer platform 
calculates signal magnitude (i.e., the total signal in the measured span) in real time for 
every I/Q sample. Trigger level and polarity are adjustable, along with a flexible trigger 
holdoff function and adjustable pre- and post-trigger delays. This provides the wireless 
engineer with a triggering function that is well matched to the common pulsed and 
bursted signals and to the troubleshooting tasks needed to ensure they are functioning 
correctly.

Because the magnitude trigger is evaluated on a sample-by-sample basis, it has 
an advantage over the frequency-mask trigger, which is evaluated once for every 
time record or FFT spectrum calculation. The magnitude trigger can be precisely 
time-aligned to a pulse or burst or level change, making vector or demodulation 
measurements easier and avoiding the need for pulse or sync search in some 
demodulation operations.

The time alignment of the IF magnitude trigger also allows for the use of time-domain 
or vector averaging techniques. In time averaging, successive sample blocks (time 
records) of a signal are acquired and averaged together before performing spectrum or 
vector or demodulation analysis. This can dramatically reduce the effect of noise on any 
measurement type, and is a benefit not available with frequency-mask triggering.

As with the frequency-mask trigger, the IF magnitude trigger can be used to trigger 
either individual measurements or to initiate time captures for subsequent post-
processing as described later in this note. The pre/post trigger delay and holdoff 
features function in the same way, whether the acquisition is single, multiple or time 
capture.

Aligning measurements with bursts
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RTSA capabilities provide gap-free and continuous processing of data, and the 
processing is potentially unlimited in duration. However, continuous real-time processing 
is limited to scalar spectrum and magnitude results (e.g., power vs. time). An alternative 
real-time approach is gap-free time capture of vector I/Q samples of the IF signal, along 
with flexible post-processing. This time capture functionality is available on a variety of 
Keysight signal analyzers and other baseband and RF platforms through the 89600 VSA 
software.

Time-capture operations are gap-free for the duration of the capture, and maximum 
length is limited by only the capacity of the capture memory, which is typically hundreds 
of megasamples or more. Time capture can be initiated by the user or by frequency-
mask or IF-magnitude triggers as discussed previously.  

Perhaps the biggest advantages of time capture operations for wireless signals are 
the availability of complete vector analysis results—including time and analog or 
digital demodulation—and the ability of the user to reconfigure post-processing to any 
measurement type without the need to capture new data. 
 
The usefulness of the gap-free captured data is enhanced by overlap processing. In the 
VSA software, overlap is selectable between 0 and 99.99 percent. Specifying the amount 
of overlap processing allows playback speed to be adjusted and eliminates amplitude 
accuracy problems that arise from windowing when a pulse or burst is near the edges of 
an individual time record. Because analysis “scrolls through” the capture buffer during 
post-processing, the behavior of the captured signal can be understood independent of 
the windowing effects on a particular time record.

Time-gating functions can also be used with captured data, allowing specific portions 
of a capture buffer to be analyzed with a window specifically optimized for the signal in 
question and ensuring the optimum combination of amplitude accuracy and frequency 
resolution.

As mentioned previously, RTSA spectrum display updates are usually a composite of 
many individual calculated spectra. This allows analysis and user viewing to keep up 
with the continuous stream of gap-free results; however, this processing approach can 
limit the ability of the user to specifically analyze a narrow time segment of sampled 
data. When very fine or very specific time resolution is required in analyzing RF results, 
and whenever vector analysis or demodulation is required, time capture is the preferred 
technique for real-time analysis. A comparison of spectrogram results from RTSA and 
VSA tools is shown in Figure 4.

Enabling flexible vector analysis and demodulation
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Figure 4. Comparison of RTSA spectrogram (top) and time capture/playback spectrogram from 89600 VSA 
software (middle) of 1900 MHz wireless band. In the RTSA spectrogram, each spectral line represents multiple 
spectra, while the capture/playback spectrogram takes advantage of adjustable overlap processing and time gating 
to separate the bursts from each transmitter and reveal signal timing in the band. The bottom trace shows the RF 
power envelope of the measured span along with the VSA software’s gate markers that define the samples used to 
calculate the spectrum.

RTSA spectrogram

VSA spectrogram

In the VSA software, adjustable overlap processing in playback of recorded signals allows 
the time spacing of each spectrum line to be adjusted in fine steps and allows successive 
lines to represent very small time increments. This provides excellent time resolution 
in separating the signals in a frequency band and can be combined with time-gated 
measurements, as shown in Figure 4, to isolate measurement to a precise portion of the 
time capture buffer.

An additional benefit of the capture/playback measurement approach in the 89600 VSA 
software is the ability to change the analysis center frequency and span (i.e., “tune and 
zoom”) without performing a new capture operation. This flexibility in post-processing, 
along with the ability to select a portion of the capture for analysis, allows a wireless 
engineer to analyze any portion of the captured signal in both time and frequency. All 
analysis types are available in this mode, including analog and digital demodulation.
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Figure 5. Using a signal analyzer and the 89600 VSA software, sampled signals can be passed to other tools used in 
the wireless design process. The samples are available in both digital and analog (RF and baseband) form and can be 
exported with altered center frequency and span settings or different sample rates.

Wireless systems make use of signals in multiple ways, including both analog and sampled 
digital formats. Therefore, it may be useful to save and reuse captured real-world signals. 
In the 89600 VSA software, the sampled data from a measurement or time capture can 
be saved as-is or in a modified form. For example, the data can be saved at an altered 
center frequency and span, reflecting the frequency conversion, resampling, and filtering 
operations available in VSA post-processing. In the 89600 VSA software, a particular time 
portion of the sampled data can be selected for saving, and this selection can be combined 
with the frequency conversion operations.

The captured signals can be fed to other tools such as signal generators (for a capture/
replay capability) or the real-world data can be fed to simulation tools such as Keysight 
SystemVue or MATLAB, as shown in Figure 5.

The playback and post-processing capability of the VSA software can also be used on 
sampled signals produced by other sources. A variety of signals in a digital form, such as 
those captured by logic analyzers or oscilloscopes, supplied by math/simulations programs, 
or captured from FPGAs in wireless receivers, can be analyzed in the same way as those 
captured by the VSA itself. This includes the center-frequency and span modifications 
described previously.

More information and examples
More detail on measurement tools and techniques for agile signals and complex signal 
environments is available in the application note Measuring Agile Signals and Dynamic 
Signal Environments available at www.keysight.com.
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